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Authors: Sarah Al-Mutlak, Joel_E_B Favorite 29 Have You Ever Wanted Your Plants to Tell You When They Need Watering? Or do you know how saturated the soil is in your garden? With the SparkFun soil moisture sensor, you can do just that! This tutorial will show you how to start using a soil moisture sensor as well as how to build your own soil moisture
sensing project. The SEN-13322 SparkFun soil moisture sensor is a simple breakthrough for measuring moisture in the soil and similar materials. Soil my... 15 Favorite Favorite 71 If you prefer not to solder, you can purchase a sensor with a 3-pin screw terminal pre-solder on the board. The SEN-13637 SparkFun soil moisture sensor is a simple breakthrough
for measuring moisture in the soil and similar materials. Soil my... 3 Favorite 27 Necessary materials to follow along with the project at the end of this tutorial, you need the following: Suggested reading There is not much to learn how to use a soil moisture sensor. However, you may find the following concepts useful along the way. The soil moisture sensor is
pretty simple when it comes to connecting. There are only three pins to connect: VCC, GND and SIG. You have to supply electricity to the VCC and GND. We recommend not feeding the sensor constantly to prevent corrosion probes (more on this in a bit). SIG provides a signal that can be attached to an ADC pin on any microcontroller. The value of reading
on SIG will vary depending on the voltage with which you power the sensor. Operation Two probe theory acts as a variable resistor - more water in the soil means better conductivity and leads to lower resistance and higher SIG out. Your analog readings will vary depending on what voltage you use for Vcc, as well as the resolution of your ADC contacts. The
power soil moisture sensor We recommend the power sensor soil moisture with between 3.3V - 5V. Please note that the reverse analog value will vary depending on what voltage is provided for the sensor. One of the well-known problems with soil moisture sensors is their short lifespan when exposed to a humid environment. To combat this, we had a PCB
coated in gold trim (Electroless Nickel Gold Dive). Another way to extend the life of the sensor is to only power when you take a reading. Using a digital contact set for HIGH on Arduino, for example, is an easy way to achieve this. If you want to power a sensor with more than a digital pin on a microcontroller can provide, you can always use a transistor. Build
If you bought a soil moisture sensor that already has a 3-pin terminal screw attached, you can skip this section. As for connecting the seigneur to your chain, we gave you a few different You can solder on the 3-pin JST Jumper Wire Assembly if you need to easily switch sensors to your project. This goes well with our JST connector to Breadboard Jumper.
Another option is to solder on 3.5mm Vint Pin Terminal for a slightly more reliable connection. Of course, you can always solder some wire connections directly to the sensor. Weather If you are going to use this sensor outdoors, we recommend adding a little protection for the PCB to extend its lifespan. You can always use a good ol' style hot glue. However,
hot glue does not hold up well in the sun and is only recommended for projects that will not be exposed to high temperatures. For projects that should be able to withstand all the items, you can use conformal coating to cover the SMD parts on the PCB as well as your solder connections. The wires were soldered to this sensor. All parts of the SMD and solder
joints were then coated with a conformal coating. For this first example, we'll connect the sensor to a RedBoard or another Arduino-compatible board in a minimalist manner to show it exiting the serial terminal. Connect the soil moisture sensor to the board, as shown in the diagram below. Once the diagram is built, download the following code to your
RedBoard or Arduino. If you have never used Arduino IDE before, please visit our tutorial. Language:c /- Soil Mositure Basic Example This sketch was written by SparkFun Electronics Joel Bartlett on August 31, 2015 To print soil moisture values in a serial monitor, issued under the MIT license ( value for moisture storage value Int soilPin s A0;//Declare a
variable for the soil moisture sensor int soilPower No 7;/Variable for soil moisture strength ///Instead of powering the sensor through 3.3V or 5V pins, //we will use a digital pin to power the sensor. This will /prevent corrosion of the sensor as it sits in the soil. Void Setting - Serial.begin (9600); Open serial over USB pinMode (soilPower, OUTPUT);/Install D7 as
OUTPUT DigitalWrite (soilPower, LOW);/Set on LOW so that no power flows through the void sensory loop () - Serial.print (Soil Moisture) ; Get soil moisture value from the function below and print it out serial.println (readSoil); This is the 1 second timefrme used, so you can check the sensor and see its changes in real time. For application at the plant, you
want to take readings much less frequently. delay (1000);//take a reading every second //This is a feature used to get the moisture content in the soil int readSoil () - digitalWrite (soilPower, HIGH);//turn D7 On delay (10);/waiting for 10 milliseconds of the shaft -similarreading (soilPin);//Read the SIG digitalWrite (soilPower) soilPower, LOW);/Turn D7 Off return
val;//send the current value of humidity - Note that in the code we turn on the soil moisture sensor using a digital pin on RedBoard, not directly from 3.3V or 5V. Since this device is 5V, digital io pins have After downloading the sketch, open the Serial Monitor window to see the redboard exit. You should see the value at or close to 0 when the sensor is not
touching anything. To see it it moisture, you can capture both probes on your part. The moisture from your body will be enough for the sensor to detect. To get any useful data from your soil moisture sensor, it is recommended to calibrate it into any soil you plan to control. Different types of soil can affect the sensor and you can get different readings from one
composition to another. Before you start storing humidity data or initiating events based on that value, you should see what values you actually get from the sensor. Using the sketch above, note that the values of your sensor exits when the sensor is completely dry against when the sensor is fully submerged in a shallow cup of water. Depending on which
micro-conneller you use, the operating voltage of this microcontull and the resolution of its analog digital converter, the results will change. For example, using the same diagram above, if I disconnect the VCC pin from the D7 and attach it directly to the delivery of 5V on RedBoard, you will see close to the following values in the serial monitor, when the
seigneur is dry (No0) and when it is completely saturated with moisture (880 euros). But if you take the VCC pin and connect it to the 3.3V delivery on RedBoard, the values will change. As expected, they get lower because there is less resolution between 0V and 3.3V than there is between 0V and 5V. It really depends on the operating voltage and resolution
of the ADC boards you use. Calibrating the soil Once you have an idea of what values your sensor displays in a completely dry and completely humid situation, it's time to calibrate the sensor for the specific soil you want to control. Do the same test above, only this time to check the soil when it is as dry as possible and then measure it when the soil is
completely saturated with moisture. Getting these values and comparing them with those from the previous calibration will give you a better idea of what the values mean for your particular plant and soil. This test can take some trial and error and patience. Be careful not to over water (or underwater) your plants during these tests. If you have a good handle
on the values that you can expect, you can use the card () function to adjust the code accordingly. For this next example, we're going to make a portable soil moisture sensor that will print the current moisture value on the LCD screen. We will use a diagram from the previous example. This time we just need to add a serial enabled LCD screen and portable
power. Connect the diagram as the chart is listed below: Along with the soil moisture sensor, we've connected the LCD screen to a 5V, GND and digital pin 2 (D2) for serial communication (can also be changed in code). Feel free to put your scheme in the enclosure of some kind. SparkFun's red box makes for project boxes. For this project, we power
ReadBoard with a 9V battery and 9V battery holder to make it portable. Teh Teh because it's pretty simple. You'll need a Serial Software library to interact with a serial LCD screen. If you don't have this library you can get it from Arduino GitHub here. If you've never downloaded a library or want to update quickly on how to do it, check out our tutorial here.
Installation should not be necessary, as this library now comes with Arduino IDE by default. For more specific information about the code, you can read the comments in the code itself: language:c/ SparkFun soil moisture sensor and serial LCD example 1 : Sarah Al-Mutlak 2015/ Sketch reads sensor and desplays level and whether the soil is wet or dry ... Use
the software library to create a new soft serial port/ to display. This prevents the display from damaging the display when the code is downloaded. #include: Attach the RX line to the 2 SoftwareSerial mySerial (3.2); Pin 2 - TX, Pin 3 - RX (unused) / Here we adjust some water boars that we will use later. Note that you will need to change them to fit / Your soil
type and environment. /Change these values based on your calibration values - Int thresholdUp 400; int threshold Down No 250; We install the A0 pin on the board to be our sensor / Input pin: Int soilPin and A0; int soilPower No 7;/Variable to install soil moisture void ()) mySerial.begin (9600); Setting up a serial port for 9600 bod (speed) delay (500); Wait for
the display to load pinMode (soilPower, OUTPUT);/Install D7 as OUTPUT DigitalWrite (soilPower, LOW);/Set on LOW so that no power flows through the sensor void loop ()) // Here we announce a line that is the lines of words, // and we want DisplayWords to be the words displayed on the LCD screen, which will be reflected in the LCD screen. We need to
adjust the pin to get the value that the soil displays / humidity sensor, so sensorValue will receive an analog value from the pin A0 sensor on the board that we have installed earlier. int sensorValue; The sensorValue and readSoil (); Move the cursor to the top of the first line on LCD: mySerial.write (254); mySerial.write (128); Clear display: mySerial.write
mySerial.write (); Move the cursor to the top of the first line of the LCD screen: mySerial.write (254); mySerial.write (128); Write what we want to desplay on the screen: mySerial.write (water level:); mySerial.print (sensorValue); Use .print instead of .write for values / Now we're going to check if the water level is lower ! from the valueDown we've set previously,
and if it has a thresholddown( DisplayWords = Dry, thresholddown){= move= cursor= to= beginning= second= line= on= lcd:= myserial.write(254);= myserial.write(192);= displaywords=&gt;&lt;/= thresholdDown){ // move cursor to beginning of second line on LCD: mySerial.write(254); mySerial.write(192); DisplayWords = Dry, &gt; // слова Сухой, вода это!
Отображение одного столбца более на первом // строка: если (sensorValue&lt;/SoftwareSerial.h&gt; (sensorValue&lt;/SoftwareSerial.h&gt; It's!; mySerial.print (DisplayWords); If the value is not below our thresholdDown value, we want // check if it is above our thresholdUp value, and if it is // change the mapping of the word on Wet, Leave it!: - otherwise if
(sensorValue zgt; thresholdUp) / / move the cursor to the top of the second line on LCD: mySerial.write (254); mySerial.write.192); DisplayWords - Wet, leave it!; mySerial.print (DisplayWords); Otherwise, if it is between the two values that we want it to/ the display it had, so if our soil was really wet and drying / words would only change on Dry, water it!, When
it got to the lower threshold !) (thresholdDown), but if it was dry and get wetter words / will change only to Wet, Leave it! when it got to the upper!) threshold (thresholdUp_): -3 !) move the cursor to the top of the second line on the LCD: mySerial.write mySerial.write (192); mySerial.print (DisplayWords); Delay (500); wait half a second, so it's easier to read
//This is a feature used to produce moisture content in soil int readSoil () - digitalWrite (soilPower, HIGH);//turn D7 On delay (10);//wait 10 milliseconds int valt - analogRead (soilPin);/Read the SIG value of the digitalWrite sensor (soilPower, LOW);/turn D7 Off return val;//send the current moisture value - This code has different values for the upper threshold
and bottom, so you have a middle area that can be wet or dry depending on whether the soil dries (coming down from the humidity) or gets wet (get out of the dry). If you don't want this middle zone, you can set both thresholds to the same value, but I've found that having this middle area is more like how the soil actually works; there is really no point at which
the soil goes from wet to dry. If you are interested in soil and how it reacts to water, you should read on it; it can be very challenging and interesting. You will need to customize the code variables anyway, since it will be unique to your installation, the type of soil, and how wet you really want your soil to be. Using the calibration techniques mentioned above,
check the reading and play around with the values until you find some that fit your needs. To connect the plant monitor to the Internet of Things, check out this experiment from the SparkFun Inventor kit for Photon. In it, we show how to connect a soil moisture sensor to an Internet-connected device such as Photon or SparkFun Photon RedBoard. You can
also learn how to use soil moisture snoring with the Blynk app in the Blynk Experiemnt Guide. Get notifications about watering plants right on your phone or other mobile device! Check out this great Instructables project from Circuito.io that uses SparkFun soil moisture sensor: Check out these other great SparkFun tutorials for more soil moisture Fun!
Immerse yourself in the world of the Internet of Things with the SparkFun inventor's kit for Photon. Favorite Favorite 13 Create Internet-connected weather projects with Weather shield for Fon. The beloved 3 SparkFun's ESP32 Environment Sensor Shield provides sensors and connectivity to monitor environmental conditions. This tutorial will show you how
to connect a set of sensors to the Internet and post weather data online. Favorite Favorite 1 1
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